
Shame and the Coaching Process 
 

Shame is the intensely painful feeling or experience of believing we are 
flawed and therefore unworthy of love and belonging.  

~ Brené Brown 
 
It’s important to recognize that shame is easily triggered in the coaching process 
because coaching involves holding up a mirror to someone. None of us like to look deep 
into that mirror and truly see our faults. We assume that if we’re found to be flawed, 
we’ll be rejected or punished—or like Brené Brown writes, that we’ll be “unworthy of 
love and belonging.”  
 
When shame is triggered, it’s nearly impossible to keep the focus on learning. That’s 
because when we experience shame, we experience ourselves as a mistake, rather than 
someone who makes mistakes. There is a vital difference. If we are a mistake, then change is 
hopeless. But if we merely make mistakes, then we can learn and grow.  
 
Although shame is primarily a feeling, attached to the feeling are thoughts. These 
thoughts are usually repetitive, predictable, full of profanity and ugly accusations . . . 
and wrong. What does your shame voice say? 
 

• “I’m never good enough.”  
• “I’m worthless.” 
• “What’s wrong with you? Try harder.” 
• “Who do you think you are?” 
• “Stupid, stupid, stupid” or other name-calling 
• “If you really knew me (or knew this secret about me), you would reject me.” 

 
Shame is not the same thing as guilt, regret, or embarrassment, which are also normal 
human experiences.  
 
Shame is also closely linked to perfectionism. 
 
When we are “in shame,” we have a way of being. According to Karen Horney, we 
learn in childhood and adolescence to do some combination of the following: 

• move toward—compliance, seek approval, “fake it so we can make it” 
• move away—distancing, avoidance, hiding 
• move against—conflict, persuasion, trying to change others to take the focus off 

self 



 
When we see these behaviors in a coachee, it’s time to look for the possibility of shame.  
 
How can we respond to shame in our own lives and in the lives of those we coach?  
 

With a combination of courage, compassion, and connection 
 
Courage: 
 

When we courageously bring shame into the light, when we say it out loud (“speak 
our shame”), when we are authentic about our experience, then we neutralize shame 
because shame loves secrecy, isolation, judgment, and darkness. 

 
Courage comes from the French word for “heart.” To have the courage to see and 
speak our shame means to put our hearts out there. This actually encourages (gives 
courage—or “heart”— to) others and gives them the power to bring their own shame 
into the light. It is a gift we give ourselves and others at the same time. 
 
It takes courage to share the God-given dream we have for mission and the God-
given gifts we have for this mission. We fear that others will judge us, that they will 
say, “Who do you think you are?” It takes courage to shine for Jesus! 
 
As a coach, we can have a special place in our coachee’s life: we get to spur them to 
have courage in the face of shame 

 
Compassion: 

 
Compassion is the human, caring response to suffering—for others and for self. 
When we lack compassion, we judge or try to fix others or ourselves. Having 
compassion means being willing to see and feel the pain—to “suffer with” a person, 
including ourselves. 
 
In a coaching relationship, we can help a coachee by expressing compassion (“I can 
feel your shame and I want you to know that it’s normal. God loves you in the midst 
of that shame.”) and by helping them develop self-compassion. Many people don’t 
know how to love themselves and a coaching relationship can be a huge blessing in 
that regard.  
 



We can help others recognize that they are wonderfully flawed and deeply loved all 
the same. In other words, we help them recognize the voice of God expressed 
through Brennan Manning:  "I dare you to trust that I love you just as you are, and 
not as you 'should' be.” And the voice of God through Curt Thompson: “I love you 
as you are, with the expectancy of who you are becoming.” And the voice of God 
through Jon Byron: “Becoming is not about living up to an expectation so much as it 
is about living into an identity." 

 
Connection: 
 

We are hardwired biologically for deep connection. Shame steals that from us and 
makes us either try to hide or to fake it. Because shame depends on secrecy and 
hiding, it loses power when we reach out, share our stories, realize that we’re all in 
this together, and in general, feel connection with another human being.  
 
When we or our coachee are in shame, we need to reach out. When others are in 
shame, it helps to build a bridge of connection toward them. 
 
Shame makes it hard to reach out for the help and solidarity we need. We act like 
there are two kinds of people: those who give help and those who need help. In 
actuality, we are both people, all the time. We will adamantly deny that we are 
judging those we are helping, but our deep resistance to being the one who needs 
help shows the lie of that. 

 
Combatting shame with courage, compassion and connection is radical, counter-
cultural, and transformative! 
 
This helpful approach can be contrasted with these unhelpful reactions to shame: 

• feeling shame for the coachee, especially if he/she hasn’t expressed shame 
• we get so caught up in it that we feel shame FOR our coachee. We gasp and talk 

about how horrifying it is. Then the person has to make us feel better. 
• we feel pity, sympathy rather than true empathy and solidarity.  
• in a subtle way, we convey disappoint, almost like, “You’ve disappointed me, I 

needed you to be more together, more perfect.” 
• trying to make it better by minimizing. “It wasn’t that bad,” “It could have been 

worse,” “At least . . .” 
• Making it about you by hijacking the conversation, even with the best of 

intentions. 


